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Electronic speed controls, permanent magnet DC motors and all steel construction are used in our variable speed power wheels (A, B, C,
CXC and 16). By varying the speed of the motor electronically, mechanical speed changing systems are eliminated and the foot pedal can
be moved about to suit the individual. The reliable control circuit uses high quality components and can withstand a 15 amp load (models
CXC, C). Models A and B can withstand a 10 amp load. Our foot pedal is the smoothest in the industry, with speed range from 0 to 240
rpm and exceptional power.
All these wheels are equipped with automatic belt tensioning and belt guards. The steel tables for B, C and CXC are welded from 1/4 inch
steel plate for weight and rigidity. All Brent wheels have a cleanable, drip-free working surface. Electric wheels also available in 220 volt,
50 cycle (European Wiring).

MODULAR CONTROL BOX FEATURING:
•
•
•
•
•

Convenient Connections
Easier to Service
Reversing Plug
Improved Torque
Improved Response

The new control box, now standard on Brent® B, C, and CXC wheels features connectors for the foot pedal and motor. If the foot pedal
or motor ever need service or replacement. simply unplug them from the control box. In addition, the motor connector is bi-directional.
Simply turning it around and plugging it back into the control box reverses the direction of the wheel.
The new control box also improves torque at lower speeds and provides greater foot pedal response.

MODEL B
Designed to fill the needs of school and studio potters, this wheel is competitively
priced and is quiet and solid under a load of 25 pounds of clay. The B has a 12"
cast aluminum head, the table and drive system of the C. Combined with a
1/3 hp motor for the power and weight necessary for school use.
Splash pan also free Plasti-bat included. B wheels are all reversible and have a state-of-the-art
control box with quick-connect plugs on the foot pedal and motor for easy removal if service is
needed

PRICE $1,785.00

MODEL C
The standard no one can match. It centers 50 pounds with a ¼ hp motor and has
a reputation for mechanical efficiency, long life and quiet, vibration-free dependability.
The 14-inch cast and machined aluminum head runs on permanently sealed double row
ball bearings. C wheels are all reversible and have a state-of-the-art control box with quick-connect
plugs on the foot pedal and motor for easy removal if service is needed. FREE Splash Pan and
Plasti-bat with C Model.

PRICE $1,840.00

MODEL CXC
For years the CXC has been our heavy-duty wheel for the potter requiring strong,
consistent performance. It features all-steel construction, a tough 1 hp motor, 14” head, a heavy
¼” steel table, and motor silencer. The 8-groove poly-v drive belt provides the best combination of
power and efficiency. The Brent® CXC wheel can center up to 100 lbs. of clay. CXC, C, and B wheels
are all reversible and have a state-of-the-art control box with quick-connect plugs on the foot pedal
and motor for easy removal if service is needed. FREE Splash Pan and Plasti-bat with CXC Model.

PRICE $1,950.00
CAUTION: Brent wheels should always be used by a qualified adult or by students and children with adult supervision.

10% Discount plus Freight

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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